Genesis 6:1-9 and Chapter 9
1) “sons of God” Verses 2 and 4 of Genesis 6:
a) NOT the human line of Seth as most, especially since the Reformation, have understood
this passage. Neither is it a reference to Lamech’s successors.
i) Reference Mallinson “Demon Semen” posted in “PDF Articles, Books and Charts”
and/or “Genesis Study” under the St. Patrick’s website “Resource” main page as to
why Reformers may have preferred these aforementioned (mis-)interpretations
rather than the below earliest Jewish interpretation.
ii) Cf. Job 1:6 to support the oldest and clearest interpretation below (1. b.).
b) Divine/angelic/celestial beings. May be identified with the “Watchers” in 1 Enoch (ref.
Daniel 4:13, 17, 23), and this understanding is according to earliest Jewish
interpretations (although, 1 Enoch is indeed a much later writing). Presumably, these
celestial created beings, elohim, rebelled from God’s divine council and bread with
human women (ref. Psalm 82). This is evil as a violation of intermingling of different
“kinds” (aka: trans-species contamination). Likely led to the giant offspring, Nephilim.
i) “giants” / Nephilim Verse 4:
(1) Some associations with the Rephaim through the Anakim (and likely others in
the Land of Canaan) as descendants of the Nephilim. Divine/human half breeds.
Allusions also to fearless warriors and the departed non-human spirits of these
warriors.
(a) Possible origin of the shedim (aka: demons)
(b) Sheol has a complex geography in the OT
(c) Ultimately, these ‘giants’, however, are nothing more than ‘men’ who die
with a questionable spiritual state after their death; being neither fully
angelic nor fully man (perhaps, demonic?). They are not immortal ‘gods’
despite the rebellious intentions of their forefathers.
(2) “in those days and afterwards” Verse 4:
(a) Wenham, “‘In those days’ refers to the pre-flood period when the events
described in vv 1-3 took place. ‘And also afterwards’ is a parenthetic
comment reminding the reader that the giants were still around in the postdiluvian period. …the following sentence implies continued visits by ‘angels
to mortal wives’ (Skinner, 147)” (p. 143). The Flood and the sentence “to live
a maximum of 120 years, roughly a sevenfold reduction over the average
lifespan of the antediluvians…did not deter some from continuing to ignore
divine displeasure by perpetuating these strange unions” (pp. 146-147).
(3) This is why the Israelites were commanded to herem (devote to total
destruction) all the inhabitants of the land of Canaan. These inhabitants were
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evil giant idolatrous half-breeds. They were to be wiped out, and, when Israel
failed to do this according to God’s command, the LORD left them in the Land to
afflict the Israelites (i.e., Philistines).
c) Why would mankind be culpable if this intermingling was initiated by the ‘sons of God’?
i) The reason is the same reason as to why Adam was guilty of eating the fruit when
the serpent (han nachash) deceived Eve who then offered the fruit to her husband.
In all respects, there is the human desire to serve a creature rather than the Creator.
Essentially, this is a larger scale repeat of the initial temptation of han nachash by
other elohim of which humankind gave their willful and rebellious consent. There is
no hint of violence or rape in these verses. The normal consensual language for
marriage is used in this passage. Importantly, daughters would have to have the
consent of their fathers. Why would mankind agree to such intermingling?
(1) A grasp for the fruit of the “Tree of Life”; immortality; longer years of life, or an
avoidance of physical death are possible explanations for the motivations behind
human participation in such intermingling. Mankind had the divine ‘knowledge
of good and evil’, and now, perhaps, they wanted the fruit of ‘the tree of life’ for
immortality. God graciously and mercifully kept Adam and Eve from ‘the tree of
life’ after the Fall, so fallen humanity would not be automatically consigned to an
eternally condemned/fallen state, as the rebellious elohim, with no future hope
of redemption. (Could the same eternally condemned state also apply to the
departed spirits of the Nephilim who were the result/offspring of such rebellious
desires to ‘be like God’?) Other possibilities may include other ‘divine’ and
prohibited knowledge of various arts, crafts, and sciences that could be obtained
from fallen elohim. Jewish traditions have attributed pharmacology,
cosmetology, astrology, metallurgy, etc. to have been given to humans through
rebellious ‘sons of God.’ Nevertheless, due to what is pronounced in verse 3,
below, I am inclined to think man’s desire for such cohabitation with the ‘sons of
God’ involved prolonged life which was also accompanied with increased size,
strength, and knowledge. What implications does this have behind Yahweh’s
desire to choose unto Himself a weak, small, and ignorant people to display His
supreme Divine Glory?
(a) 120 years Verse 3:
(i) Therefore, humanity’s life span progressively decreases after the Flood;
because, ...
1. God’s “Spirit shall not strive with man forever.” God will withdraw
His life-giving and sustaining Spirit from mankind. His Spirit will not
“remain” or “abide” with man forever.
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a. God, by His Spirit, is the sustainer of all life. God gives life to man
and can take it away. He is the only true eternal immortal One.
b. Wenham, “Without the continual indwelling of the Spirit, the flesh
perishes and man returns to the dust…here the primary reference
must be to man’s mortality and his total dependence on God’s
power to survive. ‘His days shall be one hundred and twenty
years.’ In the immediate context of Genesis 6:1-4 the meaning of
this remark appears quite obvious: from now on nobody shall live
to more than 120 years of age. However, within the wider setting
of Genesis this interpretation is problematic, for Noah and many
of his descendants live hundreds of years (Gen. 11). Even
Abraham lived to 175; Isaac, to 180; and Jacob, to 147 years. On
the other hand, according to 5:32, Noah was 500 years old when
he fathered Ham, Shem and Japheth, and 600 years old when the
flood began (7:6), so some commentators…have suggested that
120 years represents a period of grace before the flood [see
below more on this alternative interpretation]. It may be,
however, that the author thought of the 120 years as a maximum
life-span that was only gradually implemented; cf. the slow-acting
curses of Eden in Genesis 3:16-19. In the post-flood period, the
recorded ages steadily decline (chap. 11), and the later figures
very rarely exceed 120. After the time of Jacob, the longest-lived
include Joseph (110, Gen. 50:26), Moses (120, Deut. 34:7), and
Joshua (110, Josh 24:29). Only Aaron (123, Num. 33:39) exceeds
120” (p. 142).
i. I tend toward this interpretation because of the overriding
context of this passage.
(ii) An alternative interpretation understands strive more as “rule” or
“judge” and believes the 120 years is “probably the span of time between
this proclamation and the Flood (5:32; 7:6).” (RSB, p. 18; Jackman, 1980;
cf. below discussion on 1 Peter 3:18-20)
1. However, this appears to be only 100 years if not less.
d) Other Scriptures to consider when looking at this interpretation of Genesis 6:1-4
i) Numbers 13:17-33; 21:33-35
(1) Deuteronomy 3:1-13; 29:7-8
(a) Bashan is a bad place; connected to the ‘cursed’ tribe of Dan; Israel’s enemy
coming from the ‘North’; connections to serpent imagery; and the location at
which ‘the sons of God’ gathered in its northernmost region of Mt. Hermon.
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(i) This is interesting in light of Peter’s confession of Christ as “the Son of the
Living God” in Matthew 16:13-20 at Caesarea Philippi (likely near Mt.
Hermon and the probable place of the Transfiguration, as opposed to Mt.
Tabor) built by Herod the Great (an antichrist) and home of the Sanctuary
of Pan (pantheon of all the false gods). This understanding makes Peter’s
confession a polemic Christ uses to reveal His supreme cosmic kingship
breaking through the very gates of Hades/Sheol which would be
physically/tangibly present in the precise place where the disciples were
standing; the gate/base of Mt. Hermon. Christ establishing His cosmic
Mt. Zion atop of Mt. Hermon thus supplanting the authority of the
pantheon over the earth was demonstrated in His Transfiguration, which,
as previously stated, likely occurred atop Mt. Hermon rather than Mt.
Tabor.
ii) 1 Samuel 17:4-50 and 2 Samuel 21:15-22
iii) Psalm 82, 89
(1) Reference academic articles on Psalms 82 and ‘elohim’ by Heiser posted in “PDF
Articles, Books and Charts” and/or “Genesis Study” under the St. Patrick’s
website “Resource” main page.
iv) Matthew 22:23-30 – This verse does not contradict interpreting the ‘sons of God’ as
divine/celestial beings.
(1) Note ‘in heaven’. The transgression of boundaries in Genesis 6:1-4 occurred on
earth (not ‘in heaven’) by fallen/rebellious ‘angels’ (not faithful/loyal angels who
maintained their favorable status in God’s Divine Council). Also, there appears
to have been a degree of God’s restraint on these rebellious elohim to keep
them from such further transgressions, and, perhaps, as a deterrent to other
fallen angels/elohim to keep them from doing the same, as intimated in:
(i) 2 Peter 2:4-6
1. 1 Peter 3:18-22 has been used as a reference to the Spirit’s prophetic
witness to the evil inhabitants of the earth in the days of Noah when
He (the Spirit through Noah) called people to repentance prior to the
coming judgment of the Flood. However, in light of the context
(especially verse 22 of 1 Peter 3), I think it is a reference to Genesis
6:1-4. First, in verse 19 that Jesus was “made alive in the spirit, in
which also He went” seems to indicate that, while His body was put
to death, He was, nevertheless, alive as righteous and not
condemned. Second, Jesus, being alive, “went and made
proclamation” likely means His triumphal victory procession “to the
imprisoned spirits”. Third, “spirits” here is pneuma which is typically
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applied to non-human souls which are, rather, termed psyche. Lastly,
while there may appear to be an upward movement of ascendency in
this passage, it could be the basis for the statement in “The Apostles’
Creed” that Christ descended into the realm of the dead
(Sheol/Hades located in the ‘earth’ according to Ancient Near Eastern
cosmology) whereby He revealed His victory. The content of Christ’s
‘proclamation’ is that, although He was put to death in the body for
the unrighteous, He was vindicated as righteous to those in
Sheol/Hades and, thus, transformed it into Paradise for the righteous
and Hell (Gehenna; intensified torment and punishment) for the
condemned.
a. While the 120 years in Genesis 6:3 could refer to Noah's
prophetic/witnessing ministry through his building of the ark
which would support this interpretation of 1 Peter 3:18-22, I’m
not convinced that is the thrust of Genesis 6:3.
(ii) Jude 5-11 (esp. verse 6)
2) Noah
a) Verse 8: “found grace in the eyes of the LORD”
i) This is unmerited favor.
(1) Ephesians 2:8-10
(a) Therefore (or because of God’s grace towards Noah) Noah was…
(2) Verse 9: “a just man” who “walked with God”
(a) This verse is the beginning of a new pericope in the narrative
(b) Noah is set aside for God’s purposes in re-creation
(i) First recorded biblical covenant is between God and Noah
b) Ark=Church Analogy
i) We, as Christians with the Great Commission (Matthew 28:19-20), are to get people
into the Ark/Church before God’s Final Judgment comes upon Christ’s Return.
(1) We do NOT want to be swept away in God’s judgment; like in the Flood. We
want to be ‘left behind’ as God’s eternal remnant.
(a) Reference Merkle’s “Who will be Left Behind” posted in “PDF Articles, Books
and Charts” and/or “Genesis Study” under the St. Patrick’s website
“Resource” main page.
ii) The Ark was a casket/coffin-like box. It was a boat that floated. It was not a ship
and required no human navigation.
(1) Possible pictorial representation of life, God’s faithful remnant, emerging from
the death and destruction of God’s righteous wrath upon the earth.
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iii) The ark, like Christ’s Body on the Cross, bore God’s wrath against humanity, and
those inside are protected from God’s judgment like those in Christ Jesus.
c) Noah’s Obedience
i) Noah is characterized as being obedient to God down to the specific details of His
commands. This is an obedience from faith and trust in God’s Word to Noah. Noah
obeyed God even without knowing the ‘why’ for what he was initially doing. Noah
trusted in God’s Word and acted accordingly in obedience to God’s command
despite the absence of external evidence supporting God’s promise. This saving
faith in Noah is the result of God’s grace that justified Noah who, because of his
imputed righteous standing before God, was a blessing to his immediate family.
(1) Notice that, at the coming of the Flood, there is no sense of panic in the
narrative; despite what might have typically been displayed in movies and other
depictions of this event. God was in control, and Noah trusted Him.
(a) God brought the animals to Noah providentially. Noah did not have to go
and round up all the animals.
(i) The seven pairs of clean animals would be required for sacrifice to the
LORD after the flood.
ii) Wenham, “Human greatness is to be found neither in heroic feats nor in an exalted
social station but in faithfully obeying God’s word” (p. 166).
3) Total Depravity Verses 5-7:
a) Evil and rebellious homo sapiens (as opposed to original homo divinus called to serve as
homo adorans). We tend to sinfully exalt our own fallen human knowledge, wisdom
and achievements as opposed to our Creator God (cf. Jeremiah 9:23-24).
i) All thoughts are always inclined to evil and rebelliousness.
(1) This does not mean that mankind is always as evil as we can individually be.
Rather, every aspect of our being is saturated with evil; heart, intentions,
thoughts, motives, actions and desires.
(a) What does our heart ultimately ‘desire’?
(i) In Who, or what, do we put our trust?
1. How does that dictate our behavior?
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Further General Notes (free flowing thoughts) on Noah Genesis 6-9
Insights from Jackman, Wenham and, to some degree, Jordan.
These are NOT clearly organized and well thought out. Therefore, please forgive any apparent
contradictions in my thoughts or conclusions.
Flood=grace and judgment are two sides of the same coin. This is the same when we proclaim the
gospel: God’s judgment pronounced on the Cross for deliverance or condemnation.
How should Noah's patient obedience in waiting to leave the ark until the Lord clearly speaks relate to
our waiting patiently upon the Lord?
We should not presume to know better than God.
God distances Himself from post-flood humanity (not withdraws Himself and is inactive in His creation;
that is not biblical; God continues to speak to and through His chosen People to reveal Himself and to
reveal the depravity and dependency of humanity upon Him to deliver them and sustain them). Is God’s
refusal to ‘walk with’ post-flood humanity in the beginning after Noah something that arrogantly
motivates the building of the Tower at Babel? “We, then, will ascend to God on our terms.”
Highlighting those with whom God spoke and those who ‘walked with God’ helps demonstrate
the purpose in the scattering of the nations (Genesis 11 / Tower of Babel) and clearly
understand Deuteronomy 32 and Romans 1 that illustrate God’s ‘handing over’ fallen humanity
to the evil fallen created ‘gods’ (elohim) according to their mutually wicked/rebellious desires.
This is for the LORD’s divine purpose of bringing out a weak and humble people for
Himself (within a divinely instituted and upheld covenant relationship) to display His
glory and sovereignty over the other corrupt and rebellious created ‘gods’ of the
surrounding disinherited nations and to deliver a remnant of humanity (Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob=Israel, Davidic line, Messiah, Son of God=seed of the women Who
crushes the head of the serpent) unto Himself for His eternal glory (aka:
salvation/redemption as revealed throughout redemptive history).
This is key to the cosmic narrative throughout the Bible.
God saved or delivered Noah through His Flood Judgment; not from it. God is just. How can this shed
light on our understanding of human suffering? Cf. John 11:1-16
First covenant (Genesis 6:18 & 9:12) = God’s unmerited grace is what it is all about. Key is that God is
faithful to His Word/promise. God fulfills that which He righteously commands of incapable fallen
(spiritually dead) human beings. God is faithful to BOTH the divine and human obligations of the
covenant FOR us; on our behalf= (hesed; covenantal faithfulness/loving-kindness). This is most fully
revealed on the Cross!
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Covenant commands (Torah = instruction) are for our good. Read Psalms 19 and 119. Only a
regenerated Believer, by the indwelling and life-giving power of the Holy Spirit, can rejoice and
desire to walk in God’s ways as expressed in these Psalms. This is ‘Bible Delight’ (we desire to
live according to God’s good and perfect will). We want to live by His rules; because, we know
and experience that they are good for us and bring us true joy and comfort. (Jackman on
chapter 9 & Ash on Psalm 119). Noah desired to be obedient to God in such a manner and to
the utmost detail. Noah’s desire was a result of finding God’s grace and being declared
righteous (‘just’ NKJV) in God’s sight and, thus, blameless (‘perfect’ NKJV) before men (Genesis
6:8-9).
This was expressed further in God’s covenant with Israel (the Mosaic covenant) where
the Sabbath (rest) is the covenant sign and is intimately tied with the tabernacle (later
the temple) as a place of intimate communion between God and man maintained
through proper worship. Additionally, God’s commands for covenantal blessings or
cursing governs the life of His People in the Land, and transgressions against God’s
commands have a means to be addressed through the sacrificial cult of the
tabernacle/temple for those with truly repentant/contrite hearts depending on God’s
mercy and trusting in His promises of covenantal faithfulness (Psalm 51).
Ultimately fulfilled in the Word made flesh Who ‘tabernacled’ among us and in
Whom, alone, God, man, and creation dwell in peace according to the Father’s
will because of Christ’s once-for-all sacrifice for the forgiveness of sins.
Genesis 6:18 – NKJV/ESV/NASB/NIV say God will ‘establish’ His covenant (first use of berit in the
Bible) with Noah, but it may best be understood as ‘confirm’ or ‘ratify’ which denotes a
preexisting covenantal relationship between Noah and the LORD that will be affirmed or ratified
upon Noah and his family’s entering the ark for salvation through the just judgment waters of
the Flood (for a duration of 5th months). Note the specific dates of the Flood according to
Noah’s age (according to the Jubilee’s calendar?).
There is an initial paradox here and in verse 14 of Noah building an ark so large for,
apparently, just him and his family which God later, in verse 19-20, reveals will also
house a multitude of all the animals.
Interestingly, Noah apparently knows the difference between clean and unclean
animals and may even observe a Sabbath rest when carefully noting the seven-day
cycles of Noah’s activity (Wenham).
Post-flood=new creation era (but God’s initial curse at the Fall remains intact)
Noah’s name means ‘rest.’ And this is a crucial biblical theological understanding that involves
fellowship, reconciliation, and intimacy with God and others (shalom; peace/reconciliation)
combined with enthronement/ruling authority (accompanied by divinely granted wisdom;
knowledge of good and evil according to God’s Word and by His governing Spirit; cf. 1 Kings 3)
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as well as true worship (represented in Noah’s building of the altar and his sacrifice having a
pleasing aroma to the LORD).
Noah serves as the mediator/priest through whom the rest of the world is blessed and through
whom God establishes His covenant with creation to never to destroy it again through a flood as
signified in the ‘hanging of His bow’; the rainbow (same Hebrew word).
It is clear that the Flood parallels, in literary form, the creation account but is, rather, God’s de-creation
as judgment upon mankind who has violently demonstrated that he is evil in every aspect of his being.
The key or focal point is “God remembers Noah” (this is covenant language), and then we have a parallel
to the creation account with Noah as a ‘new Adam’ of a new creation with subtle, but significant
differences; such as God will intervene and not allow pre-flood violence to mature and consume the
earth by appointing authorities over man to justly kill another person who murders. It is key that, while
the image of God in man is marred by sin; it is NOT absent from man. This is why it is a sin to commit
murder, and it is a creational mandate for the murderer of a man to be killed by those in authority to
protect the integrity of man being made in the image of God and to restrain the growth of violence as a
deterrent.
Genesis 9:1-7 – ‘be fruitful and multiply’ is a repeat of our human mandate. Now, animosity
between man and animal is in the world.
Is God’s provision for man to eat the flesh of all living things (just like he was allowed to
eat of all the vegetation except for the tree of the knowledge of good and evil), even
presumably unclean animals, because of the Flood’s destruction of all life? Was this
accommodation (ability to eat all animal flesh) restricted at the time of the Mosaic Law
due to a proliferation of all animal life since the flood? Why are we, then, no longer
held to such restrictions (Acts 10:9-16)?
Life = blood (central to Leviticus). Man is still in God’s image. Thus, humans are subject
to execution by civil authorities when he/she commits murder just as an animal should
be executed if it kills a human.
What did Ham do in Genesis 9:20-29? In an academic article by Bergsma and Hahn entitled “Noah’s
Nakedness and the Curse on Canaan: Genesis 9:20-27) posted in “PDF Articles, Books and Charts” and/or
“Genesis Study” under the St. Patrick’s website “Resource” main page, they outline traditional views
(voyeurism, castration, and paternal incest). However, they conclude that Ham committed maternal
incest; sexual intercourse with his mother/Noah’s wife while Noah, presumably, lay drunkenly
incapacitated. They convincingly assert that the curse upon Canaan was because Canaan was the evil
offspring born to Noah’s wife/Ham’s mother because of this evil act. Hahn and Godawa draw a similar
conclusion. They note the similar language between “Ham, the father of Canaan, saw his father naked”
(verse 22) and one “shall not uncover the nakedness of your father, which is the nakedness of your
mother; she is your mother, you shall not uncover her nakedness” (Leviticus 18:7-8; cf. Leviticus 18:1118 ESV, NET, NASB). A criticism of this view advocates that Genesis 9:22 does not appear to clearly carry
the same meaning as those represented in Leviticus 18. Wenham, for example, notes the differences in
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Hebrew between “seeing” someone’s nakedness and “uncovering” that nakedness. Wenham
(apparently advocating the ‘voyeuristic’ view) alludes to the notion that Ham’s “seeing” was a more
severe sin than “uncovering”; because, such a disrespectful manner of looking upon his father naked in
that state, and then discrediting his father by telling others, would be a means for Ham to obtain
paternal potency over Noah and among his siblings. However, Bergsma and Hahn, along with Heiser,
point out that Leviticus 20:17 equates the idioms “to see nakedness” and “to uncover nakedness” with
heterosexual intercourse (ref. Leviticus 18:9). Wenham concludes that Ham, among other potentially
fallen motivations, may have wrongly desired the post-flood judging authority of Noah that God granted
to restrain mankind's violence (perhaps symbolized in his robe/garment which Jordan notes; cf. Joseph’s
robe from Jacob in Genesis 37). Therefore, for Wenham, Ham broke the 5th commandment in his
attempt to obtain patriarchal authority by exploiting his father at a time of weakness and humiliation
which his brothers refused to follow. Bergsma and Hahn conclude that an attempt to subvert
patriarchal authority and displace rival brothers was through Ham’s maternal incest, and this better
explains Noah’s curse upon Canaan. Genesis 9:20-27 parallels Genesis 6:1-4, and these passages serve
as bookends to The Flood Narrative forming a chiasm. Both passages record the transgression of sexual
boundaries that produced wicked offspring (“seed of the serpent”). Ham (‘father of Canaan’ and
forefather of Cush/Egypt) demonstrates a corrupt, unrighteous and evil use of power. Ham's rebellion
would be repeated by his son, Canaan, and, potentially, with the same fallen desire resulting in a
possible repeat of the unlawful intermingling with the 'sons of God' leading to the giant wicked clans,
violence, and paganism in Canaan. Like father, like son. Ref. - Genesis 9:18-29 (cf. Genesis 35:22; 49:34; Deuteronomy 27:15-26; 2 Samuel 16:20-23; Proverbs 17:9).
But, the descendants of Shem (the Semites) shall rule over them. Canaan will become Shem’s
slaves because of the ‘God of Shem’!
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